


S.I.T.E.
(Traceability System EMEX)

 In 2002, EMEX started a traceability program in coordination with
the USDA and SAGARPA, in order to know the origin of the exported
fruit in the fastest and most accurate way.

Para desarrollar este programa se utilizaron 2 Herramientas:

B.- Traceability SoftwareA.- Origin and destination of fruit



Batch number assignment
 The batch is an farm and variety identifier number, i.e., if a farm

has 2 varieties, it will have a batch number assigned for each
variety.



#Batch in all processes
 During all packing processes the fruit is perfectly identified with its batch number.



Shipping Documentation
 Each of the shipments made in the system is accompanied by a set of documents

that show in detail the arrangement of each pallet and the composition of each one
of them.



For a more detailed traceability control, the use of labels per case was 
implemented.
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FRUIT TRACKING
 The traceability system allows us in a matter of seconds to know the entire history of the

fruit, from the location of the farm to the border where the fruit entered and the name
of the importer who bought it, variety, size, caliber and dates.



Leveraging Information
 The information collected from the system allows us to generate an annual and

weekly crop forecast report, providing associates with real information about what
is happening in their environment.



Advances in Technology

 We adopted for our traceability system a 
hybrid mechanism that works locally 
(without internet) and when the 
equipment has internet, it synchronizes to 
our server.



 Empacadoras de Mango de Exportación, A.C.

 www.mangoemex.com

 gerente@mangoemex.com

 Calle San Juan Bosco 4341, Col. Lomas de 
Guadalupe

 Zapopan, Jalisco. C.P. 45038

 (52) 33 32 80 24 40

 (52) 33 32 80 24 70

 (52) 33 32 80 23 10

 (52) 33 32 80 23 60

Contact EMEX in social 
networks:

THANK YOU!


